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Abstract
This paper documents the process and proof for resetting the encoders of a robots. The
paper is oriented for the general FIRST community interested in learning the basics of resetting
encoders for movement controls. The goal of resetting encoders is to allow the encoders to direct
the same way so the robot can moves correctly.

Definitions
Encoder- A device that sends the measure of the rotation of the motor that it is connected
to, to the RoboRIO.

Process
In this white paper, we will be using an application called Phoenix Tuner to receive the
current absolute values of the encoders.
If you try to make your robot go in a certain direction, but any of the wheels face a
different direction, you will need to reset the encoders. Follow the steps below to reset them.

Steps
1. First, you need to manually set the wheels to face the same direction. We recommend
orienting the wheels to be facing the front, as this is an easy direction to identify.

All wheels should be
oriented this way.
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2. Once you have done that, connect the computer (with Phoenix Tuner) to the RoboRIO
via a printer cable.
3. Open the Phoenix Tuner application, select a swerve pod from the dropdown menu and
navigate over to the self-test tab. It will show up as “Gear (number)”, make sure you
know which gear is which encoder.
4. In Phoenix Tuner, add the absolute offset of each pod to an offset variable for each
swerve pod. This offset should be taken into account in your code when setting the
encoder values. It is essential that you use the absolute value, not the relative value as
these give you drastically different values.

1.
2.

4.

3.

Key:
1. Specify encoder with this dropdown menu.
2. Click the “Self-Test” tab.
3. Click the “Self-Test” button.
4. Use the “Pos:” value as your offset value for the specific encoder.
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Offsets
In our team, we made a class called “Constants.java” that stores all the variables that will
never change throughout the execution of the program. We define an array that contains the
offsets for the encoders.

Once changed, it will automatically be taken into account in our code.

